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Purpose: To examine the interrater and intrarater reliability of qualitatively and quantitatively assessed
disorganization of retinal inner layers (DRIL) and disorganization of retinal outer layers (DROL) by multiple raters.
Subjectively assessing these surrogate biomarkers can be challenging in daily routine, despite the high resolution
of spectral-domain (SD) OCT scans.

Design: Retrospective trial.
Participants: Three hundred six pooled SD OCT scans of 34 patients treated for macular edema caused by

retinal vein occlusion (RVO) between January 2016 and December 2017.
Methods: SD OCT scans were assessed by 6 raters regarding presence of cystoid macular edema, sub-

retinal fluid (SRF), vitreoretinal traction, and epiretinal membrane and extent of DRIL and DROL.
Main Outcome Measures: Interrater and intrarater reliability were calculated applying k statistics for qual-

itative assessment regarding each pathologic feature’s presence in all evaluated OCT scans, and for quantified
horizontal DRIL and DROL extent within each OCT cross-section.

Results: Cystoid macular edema and SRF assessments revealed excellent inter- and intrarater reliability with
almost perfect strength of agreement, whereas subjective DRIL and DROL evaluations yielded low k statistics
with slight to moderate strength of agreement. Furthermore, the presence of SRF remarkably compromised the
reliability of DROL detection.

Conclusions: Our data highlight the limited subjective assessibility of DRIL and DROL, underscoring the
need for automated image analysis to improve the reliability of OCT biomarkers for clinical studies and daily
practice. Ophthalmology Science 2021;1:100031 ª 2021 by the American Academy of Ophthalmology. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

Supplemental material available at www.ophthalmologyscience.org.
Since OCT was introduced in ophthalmology, the in vivo
visualization of individual retinal layers has improved
greatly, to almost microscopic resolution. This development,
together with its broad clinical application, spurred the
evolution of numerous morphologic biomarkers, some of
which indicate the absence of visual improvement despite
the regression of subretinal or intraretinal fluid in the various
retinal diseases associated with macular edema. Initially, the
focus was mainly on the disorganization of retinal outer
layers (DROL), or more precisely, on the disruption of the
external limiting membrane (ELM), ellipsoid zone (EZ), and
interdigitation zone (IZ).1e10 Outer retinal tubulations,
which represent invaginations of the photoreceptor layer,
were identified as another pathologic feature of the retina’s
outer segment related to impaired visual function in age-
related macular degeneration.11e13 Recent investigations
focused on the retina’s inner segment: disorganization of
retinal inner layers (DRIL) proved to be a negative predictor
of visual outcome in diabetic macular edema (DME), retinal
vein occlusion (RVO), central retinal artery occlusion,
uveitis, and epiretinal membrane.14e28
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The growing list of OCT pathologic characteristics en-
courages ophthalmologists to create a link between
morphologic features and function, seeking to predict visual
outcomes better before planned therapeutic interventions or
to explain the lack of improvement in visual acuity after
surgery. However, 2 main obstacles hinder the translation of
established structureefunction relationships into the daily
practice of general ophthalmologists: first, the difficulty in
detecting and interpreting numerous OCT pathologic fea-
tures, and second, the inaccuracy in the definition of certain
parameters, primarily DRIL. Even retina specialists may feel
significant uncertainty regarding whether borderline areas
with some anomaly in the layer’s structure are DRIL.29

We hypothesize that among the various retinal pathologic
features visible on OCT, this ambiguity is particularly pro-
nounced for DRIL, but is rather low for cystoid macular
edema (CME) and subretinal fluid (SRF). Consequently, the
characterization of new OCT pathologic features would be
accompanied by the need to develop and validate automated
image analysis. To prove our hypothesis, we tested the
reliability of subjective assessments of different
1https://doi.org/10.1016/j.xops.2021.100031
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morphologic biomarkers visible on spectral domain (SD)
OCT cross-sections in a cohort of patients with RVO.
Methods

Study Population and Image Acquisition

This study retrospectively enrolled 144 patients treated for newly
diagnosed CME resulting from RVO between January 2016 and
December 2017. It adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of
Helsinki and was approved by the University Medical Center
Göttingen institutional ethic committee (application no., 27/3/13).
The requirement for informed consent was waived because of the
retrospective nature of the study. Inclusion criteria required intra-
vitreal antievascular endothelial growth factor therapy for treat-
ment-naïve CME resulting from RVO, sufficiently reduced CME,
and image acquisition via Spectralis SD OCT (Heidelberg Engi-
neering) once before and at least once after antievascular endo-
thelial growth factor treatment with 3 or fewer injections and no
more than 6 months after CME was diagnosed. Exclusion criteria
were insufficient image quality or pathologic features on OCT
preventing reliable assessment of all retinal layers, such as sig-
nificant hemorrhage-caused shadowing. Automated real-time
tracking was applied in all scans. The number of averaged
frames per OCT B-scan ranged from 7 to 21, with a median of 9
frames. Of the included OCT examinations, we analyzed only the
central 3 horizontal OCT B-scans: 1 cutting the fovea, 1 above, and
1 below. Additionally, we assessed OCT B-scans of healthy fellow
eyes. All OCT cross-sections were pooled, and 30 images were
presented twice to calculate intrarater reliability.

Rating Characteristics

Six raters consisting of 3 consultants and 3 senior residents from
our department, all experienced in assessing retinal SD OCT im-
ages, evaluated the OCT B-scans regarding the presence of the
following pathologic features: CME, SRF, vitreoretinal traction,
epiretinal membrane, DRIL, ELM disruption, EZ disruption, and
IZ disruption.

All pathologic features were rated qualitatively, that is, whether
a certain feature was either present or absent within the OCT B-
scan, regardless of its extent. Disorganization of retinal inner layers
and DROL were assessed quantitatively further, which means that
in case of DRIL or disruption of ELM, EZ, or IZ (DROL) being
rated as present, the rater had to mark the horizontal extent of the
respective pathologic feature by a colored box within the OCT
cross-section (Fig 1A). We requested a 2-level rating of DRIL: the
red box had to extend over the retinal segment in which the rater
was very certain about the presence of DRIL (DRIL certain), and
the yellow box had to extend further over the segments where
DRIL was suspected (DRIL suspected).

To reduce variability resulting from different individual con-
cepts of DRIL and DROL, all raters were instructed thoroughly
about these definitions before the project started in a joint training
session. This included the presentation of reference images and
discussion of the reference boxes drawn. Disorganization of retinal
inner layers was defined as the inability to demarcate the ganglion
celleinner plexiform layer complex, the inner nuclear layer, and
the outer plexiform layer against each other.15,16 Disorganization
of retinal outer layers was not assessed as a single feature, but
rather was rated and analyzed separately for each outer retinal
layer: ELM, EZ, and IZ. A to-be-marked DROL pathologic
feature was defined as an obvious interruption of the respective
layer not caused by a shadow artefact from overlying blood
vessels.
2

MATLAB (MathWorks) was used to superimpose the marked
pathologic features automatically in the respective OCT B-scan for
all raters and to analyze the images further (Fig 1B).

Distribution of Ratings

First, we analyzed the qualitative assessment of all OCT scans by 6
raters (n ¼ 6). For each OCT B-scan (i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , N; where N ¼
306), we counted the number of raters (ni,present), who decided that
a certain pathologic features were present within that OCT B-scan
i. The distribution of how many scans had been rated as present for
a certain pathologic feature by 0 to 6 raters then was calculated
from that data. To assess interrater agreement separately regarding
the presence and absence of a particular pathologic feature, we
calculated ppres and pabs. Both parameters estimated the probability
that most raters had assessed a sample exactly as 1 rater had rated
it, that is, as present or absent for a given pathologic feature. In the
qualitative assessment of OCT B-scans, ppres represents the number
of scans rated by a two-thirds majority of raters as present for a
certain feature (ni,present � 4) over the number of scans rated as
present by at least 1 rater (ni,present � 1):

ppres ¼ number of samples with ni;present � 4
number of samples with ni;present � 1

: (1)

Pabs represents the inverse approach, where the number of OCT
B-scans in which a two-thirds majority did not detect a certain
feature (ni,present � 2) was set into relationship to the number of
scans in which that feature had been rated absent by at least 1 rater
(ni,present � 5):

pabs ¼ number of samples with ni;present � 2
number of samples with ni;present � 5

: (2)

k Statistics

Taking the standard approach assessing interrater and intrarater
agreement, we further applied k statistics from the observed per-
centage of agreement (p0) and probability of agreement by chance
(pe), regarding the 2 categories (absent or present) of each OCT
pathologic feature.

k ¼ p0 � pe
1 � pe

: (3)

To calculate interrater reliability, we applied Fleiss’ k (kF) value
because OCT B-scans were assessed by multiple raters.30 The kF
value was interpreted as strength of agreement from poor to
almost perfect according to Landis and Koch.31 To test for
intrarater reliability, 30 OCT B-scans from the image pool were
rated and marked twice in blinded fashion. Intrarater reliability
then was assessed by calculating Cohen’s k (kC) value between
repeatedly rated scans separately for each rater.32,33

Supplemental Table 1 provides details on our calculation of p0
and pe for kF and kC.

Quantitative Assessment

Besides the reliability of the qualitative assessment, which dis-
regarded the extent of the marked pathologic feature, we addi-
tionally evaluated the interrater and intrarater reliability of the
DRIL and DROL quantitative assessments. From the images
including all raters’ marks as in Figure 1B, we analyzed each
vertical pixel column (i ¼ 1, . . . , N; where N ¼ entire
horizontal B-scan length: 1024 in 296 OCT B-scans, 5013 in 7
OCT B-scans, and 1536 in 3 OCT B-scans) as a separate
sample. We counted the number of raters (ni,present), who marked
the respective vertical pixel column as present for that pathologic
feature. This was carried out automatically and separately for
each OCT B-scan with all raters’ superimposed markings using



Figure 1. Spectral-domain OCT assessed for disorganization of retinal inner layers (DRIL) and disorganization of retinal outer layers (DROL). A, OCT
B-scan as assessed by 1 rater with colored markings of different pathologic features. Disorganization of retinal inner layers was marked with a red or yellow
box, depending on whether the rater was very certain about the presence of DRIL (DRIL certain) or DRIL was just suspected (DRIL suspected), respectively.
Disorganization of retinal outer layers was assessed separately for each outer retinal layer: external limiting membrane (ELM; cyan), ellipsoid zone (EZ;
magenta), and interdigitation zone (IZ; blue). The vertical extent of the colored boxes was irrelevant. B, Same OCT B-scan with all raters’ colored markings
superimposed (vertically stretched for better visualization of the superimposed lines). C, Schematic illustration of the linear extent of retinal segments of the
OCT B-scan in (A) and (B) with majority approval for presence and absence to illustrate retinal segments with good agreement versus those with low
agreement for DRIL and IZ disruption in the example. Relatively short segments rated as present by 4 raters or more (rounded ends, no frame) over the
length of the segment rated as present by at least 1 rater (arrowhead ends, no frame) resulted in low probability of majority approval for presence (ppres). In
contrast, horizontal extent of the segments rated as absent (white frame) by 1 rater or more and 4 raters or more were less different, resulting in higher
probability of majority approval for absence (pabs). pxl ¼ pixels.

Bemme et al � Subjective Assessment of SD OCT Features
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Figure 2. Bar graphs showing interrater reliability of qualitatively assessed OCT B-scans. A, frequency distribution of all OCT B-scans rated present for the
respective pathologic feature by 0 to 6 raters (ni,present ¼ 0,1, . . . ,6). ni,present ¼ 0 means that all raters assessed the respective pathologic feature as absent and
ni,present ¼ 6 means that all raters assessed the respective pathologic feature as present. B, C, Probability of majority approval (� 4 raters) for a single rater’s
decision on (A) the absence (pabs) or (B) the presence (ppres) of a certain pathologic feature. Asterisks indicate a significant difference (*P < 0.05, **P <

0.01, and ***P < 0.001) to pabs and to ppres of CME (x) applying the chi-square test. D, Fleiss’ k (kF) and strength of agreement. CME ¼ cystoid macular
edema; DRIL ¼ disorganization of retinal inner layers; ELM ¼ external limiting membrane; ERM ¼ epiretinal membrane; EZ ¼ ellipsoid zone; IZ ¼
interdigitation zone; SRF ¼ subretinal fluid; VRT ¼ vitreoretinal traction.
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MATLAB software. The ppres and pabs values as well as the
kF value then were calculated for each OCT B-scan separately.
Here, ppres and pabs represent the cumulative segment length
where most raters marked a certain feature as present
(ni,present � 4) or absent (ni,present � 2) relative to the scan length
that had been marked as present (ni,present � 1) or absent
(ni,present � 5), respectively, by at least 1 rater (illustrated for
DRIL and IZ disruption in Fig 1C). OCT cross sections marked
twice evaluated the intrarater reliability of quantitative
assessments of DRIL and DROL calculating the kC value for
each rater.

Results

Population Characteristics and Image Pool

Thirty-four patients, 12 women and 22 men with a mean age
of 67 years (range, 35e83 years) were included. Three
fovea-centered horizontal OCT B-scans from 76 OCT ex-
aminations of eyes with RVO and from 16 OCT examina-
tions of healthy fellow eyes, together with 30 repeatedly
4

presented OCT B-scans, formed our image pool (n ¼ 306)
analyzed by 6 raters.
Interrater Reliability

Qualitative Assessment. Figure 2A displays the
distribution of OCT B-scans qualitatively rated as present
for the respective pathologic feature by 0 to 6 raters.
Perfect interrater reliability results in a so-called bipolar
pattern of distribution, with all counts being either
ni,present ¼ 0 or ni,present ¼ 6 and 0 counts for ni,present ¼ 1 to
5. For all pathologic features except epiretinal membrane
and IZ disruption, the frequency of OCT B-scans with
ni,present ¼ 0 considerably exceeded the frequencies of OCT
B-scans rated as present by at least 1 rater. However, OCT
B-scans with ni,present ¼ 6 yielded the second most frequent
proportion only concerning CME and SRF.

We observed a majority approval for absence of CME,
SRF, vitreoretinal traction, and epiretinal membrane in 90%
to 100% of those OCT B-scans that had been rated as absent
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for that pathologic feature at least by 1 rater (pabs; Table 1;
Fig 2B). The percentage of majority approval on OCT scans
that were rated as present by at least 1 rater was highest for
CME with 88%, followed by SRF with 69% (ppres; Table 1;
Fig 2C). Consequently, the interrater reliability for CME
and SRF as calculated by k statistics revealed almost
perfect strength of agreement as indicated by kF ¼ 0.92
and kF ¼ 0.84, respectively (Table 1; Fig 2D).

In contrast, the interrater reliability regarding retinal layer
disruption (DRIL, ELM, EZ, or IZ) was markedly lower,
with the kF value ranging between 0.16 and 0.44, indicating
only slight to moderate strength of agreement (Table 1; Fig
2D). Although pabs for the DRIL assessment and disruption
of ELM and EZ was relatively high (pabs, 0.64e0.81), ppres
regarding those pathologic features yielded low values of
between 0.14 and 0.46. The probability of majority
approval was higher for presence (ppres ¼ 0.55) than for
absence (pabs ¼ 0.33) regarding IZ disruption.

Quantitative Assessment of Retinal Layer Dis-
ruption. Calculating the interrater reliability of the patho-
logic features’ exact localization and extent within each
OCT B-scan (DRIL, ELM, EZ, and IZ) yielded evidence
similar to the qualitative assessment (Fig 3AeC). The k
statistics showed slight to fair strength of agreement on
average (mean of kF, 0.01e0.21; Fig 3C). Although most
of the scans exhibited high probability of majority
approval for absence (pabs, 0.79e0.99; Fig 3A), the
probability of majority approval for presence was very
low (ppres, 0.00e0.16 for all layer disruptions; Fig 3B).
We validated the concept of majority approval by
correlating the product of ppres � pabs with kF
(Supplemental Fig 1), showing good consistency for both
approaches (R2 > 0.73; P < 0.0001) except for
quantitatively assessed DRIL suspected (R2 ¼ 0.21).

Furthermore, we conducted a pairwise correlation anal-
ysis of the length of the marked pathologic features’ hori-
zontal extent for all possible rater pairs (Fig 3D). In contrast
to the aforementioned k statistics, this analysis did not
consider the marks’ exact localizations, only their total
length. Pearson’s correlation coefficients (r) ranged from
0.03 to 0.95, with a median of 0.70, 0.18, 0.23, and 0.15
for DRIL, ELM disruption, EZ disruption, and IZ
disruption, respectively.

Intrarater Reliability

Repeated qualitative assessments by the raters yielded
excellent intrarater reliability only when assessing CME,
with kC values of between 0.85 and 1.00. The strength of
agreement was less on average for all other pathologic
features, demonstrating relatively broad variability with kC
values ranging from e0.03 to 1.00 (Fig 4A). The mean kC
value of all raters regarding DRIL certain and IZ
disruption was significantly lower than for CME (mean �
standard deviation: CME, 0.93 � 0.07; DRIL certain, 0.56
� 0.26; IZ disruption, 0.57 � 0.23; P ¼ 0.027 [CME vs.
DRIL certain] and P ¼ 0.038 [CME vs. IZ disruption],
paired t test with Bonferroni-Holm correction). The
strength of agreement of the quantitative assessment, that is,
of a repeatedly marked horizontally extended layer
5



Figure 3. Graphs and matrices showing interrater reliability of quantitative assessments of layer disruptions. A, B, Bar graphs showing the probability of
majority approval (� 4 raters) for a single rater’s decision on (A) the absence (pabs) or (B) the presence (ppres) of a certain layer disruption. The calculation
was performed for each vertical pixel column of each OCT B-scan. Thus, the columns and error bars represent mean� standard deviation values for all OCT
scans. C, Box-and-whisker plot showing Fleiss’ k (kF) value and corresponding strength of agreement for the quantitative assessment. The box-and-whisker
plot displays the median and range from the first to third quartile by a line and a box, respectively, with whiskers indicating the 2.5% and 97.5% percentiles.
D, Correlation matrices of pairwise correlation of the marked pathologic feature’s length. Numbers and color coding show Pearson’s correlation coefficient.
Asterisks (AeC) indicate a significant difference (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001) to pabs, ppres, and kF of DRIL (x) applying the ManneWhitney
U test (pabs and ppres) and t test (kF), respectively. DRIL ¼ disorganization of retinal inner layers; ELM ¼ external limiting membrane; EZ ¼ ellipsoid zone;
IZ ¼ interdigitation zone.
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disruption, also exhibited considerable variability. Notably,
the DRIL was marked less consistently at repeated assess-
ments than outer retinal layer disruptions (ELM, EZ, IZ),
with the difference between DRIL certain and IZ disruption
being statistically significant (mean � standard deviation kC
value: DRIL certain, 0.31 � 0.15 vs. IZ disruption, 0.49 �
0.2; P ¼ 0.036, paired t test).

Influencing Factors on Interrater Reliability

Strength of agreement regarding DRIL and DROL assessed
by different raters ranged widely from poor to substantial
within the 2.5% to 97.5% percentile (Fig 3C). Therefore,
we aimed to identify factors influencing the interrater
reliability of DRIL and DROL, hypothesizing that the
presence of CME and SRF might have played a
significant role. Thus, we compared kF in OCT B-scans
6

with CME (ni,present ¼ 6), with SRF (ni,present ¼ 6), and
without CME and SRF (ni,present ¼ 0). The kF value of
qualitatively assessed ELM, EZ, and IZ disruption was
markedly lower when CME was present and lowest when
SRF was present, whereas the kF value of DRIL
assessment was almost equal among the 3 groups (Fig
5A1). As for quantitative assessment, agreement of
horizontal EZ disruption extent was significantly lower
with CME and SRF than without (Fig 5A2).
Interestingly, agreement of horizontal DRIL extent was
significantly stronger in scans with CME or SRF (Fig
5A2). Regarding the impact of image quality, we found
that automated real-time tracking and signal quality failed
to correlate significantly with the kF value of quantitatively
assessed OCT B-scans.

Another conceivable influencing factor is the raters’
amount of clinical experience. Therefore, we compared the



Figure 4. Correlation matrices showing intrarater reliability calculated as Cohen’s k (kC) value. The kC value was calculated from 30 OCT B-scans, which
were rated and marked twice. The kC values are displayed for each rater and each pathologic feature as color-coded tiles ranging from white to green (e0.1 to
1.0). The kC value was calculated for (A) the qualitative assessment as well as for (B) quantitative assessments of the extent of layer disruptions. For
qualitative assessments, the mean kC value of all raters was significantly higher for cystoid macular edema (CME) compared with disorganization of retinal
inner layers (DRIL) certain and interdigitation zone (IZ; P ¼ 0.027 and P ¼ 0.038, respectively, paired t test with Bonferroni-Holm correction). As for the
quantitative assessment, the consistency of the extent of DRIL certain was significantly lower than for IZ disruption (P ¼ 0.036, paired t test). ELM ¼
external limiting membrane; ERM ¼ epiretinal membrane; EZ ¼ ellipsoid zone; SRF ¼ subretinal fluid; VRT ¼ vitreoretinal traction.
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agreement between consultants (n ¼ 3) and residents (n ¼
3), which yielded slightly but still significantly better
interrater reliability among consultants (Fig 5B1, B2).
Discussion

The improved visualization of individual retinal layers
through continuously advancing OCT technology has been
accompanied by the evolution of various morphologic bio-
markers going far beyond the detection of intraretinal or
subretinal fluid. However, more advanced OCT biomarkers
such as DRIL and DROL may be harder to detect, and
quantifying their extent may be impeded by the considerable
ambiguity of anomalies observed on OCT. We therefore
hypothesized that the interrater and intrarater reliability of
subjective ratings of DRIL and DROL would be lower than
those of CME and SRF.

Indeed, our data yielded excellent interrater and intrarater
reliability for well-known pathologic features like CME and
SRF. The same applied for a healthy retina, indicated by the
high probability of majority approval for the absence of
almost all pathologic features (except IZ disruption). How-
ever, the assessments of layer disruptions, including both
DRIL and DROL, revealed only moderate strength of inter-
rater and intrarater agreement. A few studies have reported on
DRIL’s interrater reliability, but their comparability is limited
by various factors such as a purely qualitative assessment
(DRIL absent or present), the size of the retinal segment
chosen for assessment, and the definition of DRIL. One
recently published trial concurring with our findings reported
only slight to moderate agreement of qualitative DRIL as-
sessments.17,29 In contrast, other trials reported good
agreement.14e16,19,23,25 However, targeting the association
between DRIL and visual acuity, most evaluated only a
foveally centered zone with a diameter of 1000 or 1500
mm,14e16,23,25 whereas in our study, similar to Babiuch
et al,17 we assessed the entire OCT B-scan. As for the
DRIL definition, we adopted the established concept of the
inability to identify or demarcate the boundaries between
the ganglion celleinner plexiform layer complex, inner nu-
clear layer, and outer plexiform layer.15,16 In addition, some
studies set certain thresholds, like more than 50% foveal-
center involvement, or a more than 20 mm DRIL extent.15,16

For the qualitative assessment of DRIL in our study, we set
no such thresholds, but the smallest extent of marked DRIL
in our study was not less than 100 mm.

We also analyzed the interrater and intrarater agreement
of quantitative assessments of DRIL and DROL. By
superimposing all raters’ marks, our analysis applying k
statistics considered the agreement regarding the extent and
localization of the respective pathologic feature. Here, the
strength of agreement between raters regarding DRIL was
even worse, ranging mostly (25%e75% quartile) at the
slight agreement level. Other trials that quantitatively
measured DRIL in RVO and DME reported good agree-
ment. However, they correlated DRIL lengths when
assessing agreement (thus failing to consider the spatial
overlay of assessed DRIL); this factor possibly caused the
better agreement.14,25 In fact, mimicking this approach by a
pairwise correlation of DRIL length in our study yielded a
median Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.7, suggesting
good agreement. Other studies measured the DRIL extent
repeatedly until the intergrader correlation was satisfactory
or until reaching a consensus on disagreements.26,28

Assessments of outer retinal layer disruption (ELM, EZ,
IZ) also yielded only slight to moderate strength of agree-
ment in our study, with the lowest kF value for judging IZ
disruption. Those findings of ours contradict those of other
studies reporting good intergrader reliability assessing EZ
and ELM disruption. However, they used a different
methodology calculating agreement only within the foveally
7



Figure 5. Bar graphs and box-and-whisker plots showing interrater reliability of qualitatively and quantitatively assessed OCT B-scans in dependence of
coexisting pathologic features and clinical experience. A1, A2, Fleiss’ k (kF) value regarding assessment of disorganization of retinal inner layers (DRIL) and
disorganization of retinal outer layers (DROL) in the group of OCT B-scans without cystoid macular edema (CME) and subretinal fluid (SRF) was compared
with kF of DRIL and DROL assessment in the 2 groups of scans with CME and with SRF. B1, B2, kF values of OCT evaluation by consultants compared
with the kF value of residents’ assessment. A2, B2, Box-and-whisker plots displaying the median and range from the first to the third quartile by a line and a
box, respectively, with whiskers indicating the 2.5% and 97.5% percentile. Asterisks indicate significant difference between compared groups (*P < 0.05,
**P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001; t test). ELM ¼ external limiting membrane; EZ ¼ ellipsoid zone; IZ ¼ interdigitation zone.
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centered 1000-mm zone.1,2 Regarding the number of raters,
the general standard has been evaluation by 2 masked retinal
specialists, plus a third one in case of disagreement.
8

However, some studies did not calculate or state interrater
reliability, nor were OCT scans assessed by multiple
observers.34,35
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Intraclass correlation is an alternative method for
analyzing the agreement of interval-scaled parameters
measured by multiple observers. Therefore, intraclass
correlation was applied occasionally when more than 2
graders assessed the length of disrupted retinal boundaries
on OCT cross sections.19 However, our data, especially
the widely ranging Person’s r values of the pairwise
correlated DROL extent, failed to indicate any
exchangeability, a prerequisite for intraclass correlation.
Interestingly, some raters seemed to harmonize in
unison when assessing the length of outer retinal layers,
especially ELM and EZ disruption (Fig 3D), whereas
other raters disagreed completely. This may indicate a
similar approach to interpreting OCT scans, however,
only within a certain subgroup of our raters. In our
single-center design, we cannot completely exclude that
this subgroup was influenced by social factors such as
close-colleague or mentorementee combinations in the
clinical routine. Despite this certain interdependence be-
tween some raters, overall agreement regarding DRIL and
DROL was still only slight to moderate. A multicenter
study would ensure a higher level of independence be-
tween raters.

The presence of various copathologies may impede the
assessment of retinal layer disruptions.29 We acknowledge
that intraretinal and subretinal fluid markedly
compromised interrater agreement regarding the qualitative
assessment of DROL, but not DRIL. In particular, the
strength of agreement regarding ELM, EZ, and IZ
disruption was worst in OCT cross sections with
subretinal fluid. For the quantitative assessment, the kF
value of EZ disruption was significantly lower in OCT B-
scans with SRF than in those without CME and SRF. Our
data showed that assessments of photoreceptor integrity
before macular edema has resolved, which should be
interpreted with caution. Consequently, Shin et al1

assessed EZ and ELM integrity only at the final visit after
DME resolution. Regarding DRIL: our study’s raters
demonstrated significantly higher agreement over DRIL
when CME or SRF was present. We hypothesize that this
was because we had assigned DRIL quite consistently to
areas where CME was present in the inner retina, perhaps
caused by increased false-positive DRIL ratings biased by
the copathology. Thus, the question remains regarding how
reliable DRIL detection can ever be in the presence of
pathologic features like CME and SRF. Most studies
assessed DRIL despite the presence of CME. However, do
invisible layer demarcations in the presence of cystoid
spaces actually represent immediate deterioration of the
retinal network’s layered architecture also on the micro-
scopic scale, or does CME merely impede the identification
of tissue borders of different reflectivity? Radwan et al14

characterized DRIL resolution patterns thoroughly in
patients with DME and showed no significant difference
in visual acuity improvement in those with late and early
DRIL resolution compared with no baseline DRIL,
evidence that may support the second hypothesis
mentioned above.

The limited reliability of the subjective assessment of
retinal layer disruption demonstrated in our study has a
significantly negative impact on clinical studies testing the
relevance of these biomarkers. Moreover, the considerable
ambiguity and room for personal interpretationdwhich
pertains to DRIL in particulardhinders its usefulness and
transfer to the daily practice of ophthalmologists. In our
opinion, this highlights the need for establishing objective
methods to detect layer disruption. Naturally, such
methods would not necessarily yield across-the-board ac-
curate judgements on the presence or absence of retinal
layer disruptions. However, they could enable the appli-
cation of a shared standard for ophthalmologists, which in
turn would mean greater consistency in DRIL detection
across clinical studies and in clinical application. One
potential approach is to develop and validate automated or
semiautomated image analysis. For example, Sun et al15

measured EZ and ELM reflectivity in addition to
subjective assessments, and Itoh et al36 introduced
volumetric EZ mapping. Machine learning-based algo-
rithms already have proven to be valuable approaches for
the automated detection of anomalies in the outer
retina.37,38
Conclusions

Compared with the excellent interrater and intrarater reli-
ability of subjectively assessed CME and SRF, DRIL and
DROL evaluated by multiple raters yielded only slight to
moderate strength of agreement. The limited subjective
assessibility of inner and outer retinal layer disorganization
underscores the need for automated image analysis, which
would facilitate both reliable OCT classifications for clinical
studies and the adoption of advanced OCT biomarkers in
daily practice.
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